Relational arrays represent interactions or associations between pairs of actors, often over time or in varied contexts. We focus on the case where the elements of a relational array are modeled as a linear function of observable covariates. Due to the inherent dependencies among relations involving the same individual, standard regression methods for quantifying uncertainty in the regression coefficients for independent data are invalid. Existing estimators of coefficient standard errors that recognize relational dependence rely on estimating extremely complex, heterogeneous structure across actors. Leveraging an exchangeability assumption, we derive parsimonious standard error estimators that pool information across actors and are substantially more accurate than existing relational estimators in a variety of settings. This exchangeability assumption is pervasive in network and array models in the statistics literature, but not typically considered when adjusting for dependence in network regressions. We demonstrate the improvements in inference that result from using our proposed estimator through simulation and a dataset involving international trade.
Introduction
Measurable relationships between pairs of actors are often represented as relational arrays.
A relational n × n × R array Y = y (r) ij : i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, i = j, r ∈ {1, ..., R} is composed of a series of R n × n matrices, each of which describes the directed pairwise relationships among n actors of type r, e.g. time period r or relation context r. The diagonal elements of each matrix {y (r) ii : i ∈ {1, ..., n}} are assumed to be undefined, as an actor cannot have a relationship with his/herself. Examples of data that can be represented as a relational array include flows of migrants between countries, daily interactions among school children over the course of a week, and economic/personal relations among households in a rural village.
Relational arrays also describe monetary transfers between individuals as part of informal insurance markets. In places where formal insurance systems are weak, individuals utilize interpersonal relationships to hedge against economic shocks (see for example Bardham (1984) ; Fafchamps (2006) ; Foster and Rosenzweig (2001) ; Attanasio et al. (2012) ; Banerjee et al. (2013) ). The manifestation of these risk sharing agreements are relational arrays comprised of a collection of interactions (e.g. monetary transfers, phone calls, etc.) between two individuals over a given time period. Datasets containing a single matrix of relations, i.e. R = 1, are also considered here. These datasets are extremely common in the social and biological sciences, and typically are referred to as networks.
We consider regression models that express the entries in a relational array as a linear function of observable covariates:
ij , i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, i = j, r ∈ {1, ..., R}.
Here y (r) ij is a (continuous) directed measure of the rth relation from actor i to actor j and
ij is a p × 1 vector of covariates, which are exogenous, or unrelated, to the mean zero error ξ (r) ij . In a study on international trade, y (r) ij may denote the value of trade exported from country i to country j in year r and the covariates may include country-specific attributes such as GDP and population, as well as country pair characteristics such as geographic distance. We particularly consider applications where inference for the coefficient vector β is the primary goal in the analysis. Throughout the paper, we assume that relations are directed such that the relationship from actor i to actor j may differ than that from j to i. However, the methods we propose extend to the undirected/symmetric relation case in a straightforward manner.
A core statistical challenge in modeling relational arrays arises from the innate dependencies among relations involving the same actor. This dependence could manifest as, for example, multiple trade relations involving the same country or as multiple economic transfers originating from the same individual. In many cases a sizable portion of the variability in the relational array may be attributable to observable covariates. Considering again informal insurance markets, Fafchamps and Gubert (2007) examine the role of geographical proximity and kinship as predictors of relations in response to economic shocks. This work was recently extended (e.g. Aker (2010) ; Blumenstock et al. (2011); Jack and Suri (2014) ) to explore the change in the role of geography in mobile phone technology usage: relational arrays comprising mobile cash transfer amounts were found to be progressively less dependent on physical proximity.
In most studies, we also expect there to be structured error that is not captured by observable covariates. This may arise, for example, from differences in gregariousness between individuals or, notably in the informal insurance markets, individual differences in risk aversion. Substantial dependence in the errors precludes the use of standard regression techniques for inference. While unbiased estimation for the coefficients β is possible via ordinary least squares (OLS), accurate uncertainty quantification for β (e.g. standard errors)
requires consideration and estimation of any auxiliary dependence. Accurate uncertainty quantification is crucial for valid statistical inference, including confidence intervals with nominal coverage and calibrated hypothesis testing procedures. Approaches for addressing this challenge have appeared in the statistics, biostatistics, and econometrics literatures and can be characterized into two broad classes.
The first set of approaches impose a specific model on the errors, either using latent variables to model the array measurements as conditionally independent given the latent structure (e.g. see Holland et al. (1983) ; Wang and Wong (1987) ; Hoff et al. (2002); Hoff (2005) ) or by modeling the error covariance structure directly subject to a set of simplifying assumptions (e.g. see Hoff et al. (2011) , Fosdick and Hoff (2014) , Hoff et al. (2015) ).
Many of these approaches produce interpretable, parsimonious representations of underlying residual structure. However, they also often assume the error structure is consistent with the underlying parametric model, and were mostly developed with the aim of summarizing residual structure rather than making inference on the effects of observable covariates.
The second approach to accounting for error dependence relies heavily on empirical estimates of the error structure from the residuals, e (r) ij = y (r) ij − β T x (r) ij , in an estimating equation/moment condition framework. In contrast to the first approach, this framework places emphasis on covariate coefficient inference and involves a sandwich covariance estimator for the standard errors of the regression coefficients. A primary advantage of this approach is the resulting standard error estimates inherit many of the favorable properties from a rich literature on estimating equation/moment condition estimators. In particular, the sandwich estimators employ the observed residuals to "adjust" the standard error estimate in case the moment conditions are misspecified or there is dependence structure within the residuals. As a result, the sandwich estimator is commonly known as a robust estimator of the standard error. An often overlooked drawback is that the the quality of this correction is limited by the ability to estimate the true covariance structure in the errors. In the case of relational regression, current estimators make minimal assumptions about the error structure, estimating numerous dependence parameters. While these estimators are in theory robust to a range of model misspecification, in practice their utility is constrained by the need to estimate a tremendous number of covariance parameters with minimal, noisy observations. These practical limitations have been recognized in other contexts (see King and Roberts (2014) for a discussion) and is the reason why Wakefield (2013) suggests such estimators be labeled "empirical" rather than "robust."
In this paper, we bridge the model-based and estimating equation/moment condition frameworks. Let Y (r) denote the r th n × n matrix slice in the array, containing all relations of type r. We propose exploiting the inherent structure of the array, along with an exchangeability assumption within, and potentially across, each matrix Y (r) to parsimoniously model relational dependence. Our approach builds on the estimating equation approach common in econometrics and recent work in robust standard errors for relational models. In particular,
we augment the estimating equation approach with an exchangeability assumption, commonplace in the statistics literature but heretofore not exploited in the estimating equations framework. Our approach produces a dramatically simplified covariance matrix estimator that, when used in a sandwich variance estimator, results in superior performance.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, we provide background on two common approaches to modeling network error structure, which this paper leverages to develop standard error estimators that bridge these two approaches. Section 2 describes current inference approaches in the network econometrics literature and literature on moment condition estimators with cross-sectional dependence (e.g. Conley (1999); Hansen (2015) ).
We present our proposed estimator and its properties in Section 3. Section 4 describes the efficiency and bias of our proposed method compared to the current state of practice, as supported by extensive simulation evidence, for data with a single matrix of relations (i.e. R = 1). We discuss the extension to arrays with R > 1 in Section 5 and demonstrate our suggested method using a dataset of international trade flow over multiple decades in Section 6. We conclude with a discussion in Section 7.
Accounting for correlated residuals in relational regression
A core statistical challenge in relational regressions is accounting for the complex correlation structure present in the n×n×R array of error terms Ξ = ξ (r) ij : i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, i = j, r ∈ {1, ..., R} . First, consider a single matrix of relations Y (r) = y (r) ij : i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}, i = j and error matrix Ξ (r) corresponding to relation type r (e.g. r th time period or context).
There are two primary types of correlation we might expect among the errors. The first type is between relations within the same row or within the same column of the matrix Y (r) .
Revisiting the trade example, this dependence corresponds to correlation among a country's exports (i.e. within a rows of Y (r) ) and correlation among a country's imports (i.e. within a column of Y (r) ). These dependence patterns are often seen in array data in general, even when each dimension of the array is distinct Fosdick and Hoff (2014) ).
The second type of correlation we expect, which is specific to relational data, stems from the fact that the row and column index sets represent the same entities. Again, in the context of the trade data, we might expect France's exports to Germany to depend upon the amount Spain exports to France. This corresponds to dependence between observations, say, y (r) ij and y (r)
ki . Such correlation is spotlighted in many network analysis methods. It is crucial the methodology for making inference on β account for both types of correlation in the errors.
We use an estimating equations/moment conditions framework (see for example Wakefield (2013); Hansen (2015) ) to perform inference on β. In network regression, an estimating
ij , β) = 0 k , where 0 k is the k-dimensional vector of zeros. The estimator β is then defined as that which satisfies
The estimating equations g characterize specific features of the population distribution (e.g. the first moment) but, critically, this approach does not attempt to fully specify the population distribution.
Consider the relational regression model as defined in (1). There are many g(·) functions one could specify which would provide reasonable β estimates. One common specification is
This corresponds to the score function in the multivariate normal likelihood assuming homoskedastic, independent errors and gives rise to the familiar ordinary least squares estimate
and Y v is a vectorized representation of Y . Under regularity conditions (see Van der Vaart (2000) or Cameron et al. (2011) , for example), the estimator satisfying (2) is consistent ( β → p β) and moreover asymptotically normal:
where
is the p × n(n − 1)R matrix of the estimating equations for all relations in all contexts. Estimating the variance of β then amounts to estimating A and B. Asymptotic covariance estimators of the form A −1 B( A T ) −1 are commonly referred to as "sandwich" estimators (Huber, 1967; White, 1980) . When g(·) is defined as in (3), A = X T X and B = X T ΩX, where
is the covariance matrix of the relations, or equivalently the errors. Ω appears in the form of the variance for most g(·) functions commonly used to estimate β in (1).
In practice, a plug-in estimator Ω of the covariance is typically employed to obtain an estimate B. The simplest estimator assumes independence across observations, i.e. that Ω is diagonal. In this case, the elements of the covariance can be estimated as
T .
An assumption of independence is clearly violated in networks as we expect relations involving the same actor(s) will be dependent. More complex covariance structures have been proposed that assume only subsets of the observations be independent. These independent subsets are often specified based on distance metrics derived from observable features of the data (see, e.g., White and Domowitz (1984) , Liang and Zeger (1986) , Conley (1999) ). We discuss in detail the specific extensions proposed for relational data in the next section.
In this paper, we combine the estimating equations framework with a common assumption from statistical models and, in doing so, provide an alternate estimators for Ω, and hence for the variance of β. We show that by adding an exchangeability assumption on the actors, the covariance matrix Ω contains at most six linearly independent parameters. Exchangeability is a fundamental building block for many array and network models in the statistics literature.
As such, this assumption minimally reduces the generalizability of the estimator. It does, however, tremendously reduce the variance of the estimator and the number of parameters
to estimate. We demonstrate the improved performance of our estimator through both theoretical and empirical studies.
Dyad clustering estimator
To facilitate presentation, we first describe the current state-of-the-art estimation framework with a single relation Y (1) , then move to arrays with R > 1. For notational simplicity, we drop the superscript (1) indexing the relation type in this section. Thus, y ij = y
, and X is the n(n − 1) × p matrix of covariates for these relations.
Consider a directed (ordered) pair (i, j) and define Θ ij as the set consisting of all other directed pairs that contain an overlapping member with the pair (i, j). In other words,
. Generalizing the standard estimating equation framework, Fafchamps and Gubert (2007) , Cameron et al. (2011), and Aronow et al. (2015) propose and describe the properties of a flexible standard error estimator for relational regression which makes the sole assumption that two relations (i, j) and (k, l) are independent if (i, j) and (k, l) do not share an actor (i.e. (k, l) ∈ Θ ij ). This implies that Cov(y ij , y kl |X) = 0 for non-overlapping pairs, but places no restrictions on the covariance elements for pairs that involve the same actor. Let Ω DC denote the covariance matrix V[Y v |X] subject to this non-overlapping pair independence assumption. Fafchamps and Gubert (2007) propose estimating the nonzero entries of Ω DC with the products of the empirical residuals as
where e is the vector of residuals
matrix of indicators denoting which relation pairs share an actor, and • denotes the matrix Hadamard (entry-wise) product. The estimator Ω DC can be seen as that which takes the empirical covariance of the residuals defined by ee T and systematically introduces zeros to enforce the non-overlapping pair independence assumption.
When the β estimator is based on equation (3), the Fafchamps and Gubert (2007) variance estimator for β has the form of that in (4) and is equal to
We refer to this covariance estimator as dyadic clustering (DC) as it owes its derivation to the extensive literature on "cluster-robust" standard error estimates. By restricting the covariances in Ω DC between non-overlapping relations to be zero, this estimator can be viewed as that resulting from a two-way clustering approach which first clusters on each relation sender (i.e. the rows of Y ) and then subsequently clusters on each relation receiver (i.e. the columns of Y ). Aronow et al. (2015) show that the estimator V DC is consistent
by showing that as the number of actors n grows, the number independent pairs of actors grows with n 4 whereas the number of dependent pairs grows with n 3 .
We contend that while the DC estimator of the variance of the coefficient estimator in (6) is widely used, asymptotically consistent, and theoretically robust to a wide range of error dependence structures (making minimal assumptions), it is limited in practice for several reasons. First, the DC estimator estimates O(n 3 ) covariance parameters from only O(n 2 ) observed residuals. Even for relational matrices of moderate size, estimating this number of parameters is onerous computationally and statistically. Second, the DC approach estimates each nonzero covariance element independently with a single residual product. When there is substantial heterogeneity in the covariance structure, estimating each element individually in this way may be appropriate. However, the variability of these covariance estimates is extreme since each is based on a single observation. As a result, while these estimators may be robust to heterogeneity, the label of "robust" for these estimators is a misnomer (see King and Roberts (2014) , Wakefield (2013) for a discussion).
Standard errors with exchangeability
As discussed above, a major issue with the DC estimator defined in (5) and (6) is that it estimates the entries of a complex covariance structure with single products of residuals from the relational regression. In this section, we propose a novel estimator for V[ β] that leverages an exchangeability assumption in the estimation of Ω. In short, this assumption induces structure among portions of the covariance matrix Ω corresponding to subsets of the relations with similar structure, and pools information within these subsets. For this section, we continue discussion in terms of datasets containing a single relation Y = Y (1) , and discuss extensions of our proposed methodology to arrays in Section 5.
Exchangeability in relational models
A common modeling assumption for relational and array structured errors is exchangeability.
First defined by de Finetti for a univariate sequence of random variables, exchangeability was generalized to array data and relational data by Hoover (1979) and Aldous (1981) . The errors in a relational data model are jointly exchangeabable if the probability distribution of the array errors, Ξ, is invariant under any permutation of the rows and columns.i
where Π(Ξ) = {ξ π(i)π(j) } is the residual array with its rows and columns reordered according to permutation operator π. Intuitively, exchangeability for linear regressions on an array simply means the observed covariates are sufficiently informative that the ordering of the row and column labeling in the residual array is uninformative. Each of the conditional independence parametric network models discussed in the introduction have this joint exchangeability property (see Hoff (2008) and Bickel and Chen (2009) for further discussion).
Exchangeability and covariance structure
Under exchangeability, the variance-covariance matrix needed to construct sandwich standard errors for network regressions can have at most six unique elements. We provide a formal proof below, but to see this result intuitively, note that, for any actor, there are five distinguishable types of configurations that involve a single actor plus one variance term involving an edge and itself. Figure 1 shows the five distinguishable configurations of edge pairs involving a single actor that make up the covariance structure. Next, recall that if a probability model for Ξ is jointly exchangeable, then all entries ξ ij are marginally identically distributed under the model. This implies that each of the entries in Figure Proof: Consider a probability model for a directed relational matrix Y (equivalently Ξ) that satisfies the joint exchangeability and second moment criteria defined above. Since the errors Ξ are mean zero, the covariance between elements in Y given X is equal to the covariance between the corresponding errors in Ξ. For any four, possibly non-unique, actors {i, j, k, l}, observe that the covariance between the errors ξ ij and ξ kl takes one of the following six values, depending on how the relationships between the actor indices:
Now consider an arbitrary permutation operation π(·) of the entire actor set {1, ..., n}.
Note that exchangeability implies the bivariate distribution of the pair (ξ ij , ξ kl ) must be the same as distribution of (ξ π(i)π(j) , ξ π(k)π(l) ). Thus, the covariance of the observation ξ π(i)π (j) and ξ π(k)π(l) must equal that of the original pair. More specifically,
By exchangeability this is true for all permutations π(·), establishing the result.
To further illustrate this correspondence between joint exchangeability and the covariance entries, consider the bilinear mixed effects network regression model proposed in Hoff (2005) .
This model uses an inner product measure to model the error structure in relations and can be expressed as follows:
where a i , b j , z i , z j , and ij are independent. Note that E[ξ ij ] = 0.
As presented in Hoff (2005) , the elements of
• Cov(ξ ij , ξ kl ) = 0, Note that there are six unique terms, corresponding to the five edge directed pair configurations shown in Figure 1 and a variance term. Moreover, these terms depend only on the distribution of the data generating process and not on individual-level latent variables.
Like the results in Hoff (2005) , our work draws on a much deeper, general literature on variance decompositions for structured and symmetric models. In regard to symmetry, a related notion to exchangeability, Dawid (1988) states that "the specification of the relevant symmetry represents a pre-modelling phase from which many important consequences flow."
Our work leverages these symmetries, assuming only, again quoting Dawid (1988) that there is "no reason to consider the observations in any one order rather than any other." Work by Li and Loken (2002) , Li et al. (2002) , and Li (2006) generalize the social relations model (SRM) of Warner et al. (1979) to describe the family of symmetric probability distributions for dyadic data. Though these approaches confirm our findings on the gains of assuming exchangeability, their approach to modeling the covariance structure is quite different. These approaches draw inspiration from the variance decomposition literature in statistics. This motivation leads to developing hypothesis tests that explore restrictions on the symmetries (i.e. invariance to transformations) as a null hypothesis, but impose a parametric form on the error terms (e.g. involving a sender, receiver, and pair error effect in the Warner et al. (1979) social relations model) and in some cases assume a Gaussian likelihood. In contrast, our motivation comes from econometric methods for nonparametric standard error estimation. As a result, we leverage the exchangeability assumption only to simplify the existing estimating equation uncertainty estimates, rather than fully specify a probability distribution for the data.
Exchangeable network standard errors
As emphasized above, the DC estimator in (5) and (6) estimates each nonzero element in Ω DC using a single product of the empirical residuals e ij e kl . Proposition 1 implies that at most six parameters are required to describe the dependence structure arising from jointly exchangeable relational models. Thus, we introduce a new class of covariance matrices Ω E which contains five unique nonzero entries: one variance parameter σ 2 along the diagonal
of Ω E and four covariance parameters {φ a , φ b , φ c , φ d } associated with (a-d) in Figure 1 .
Similar to the DC covariance model, we assume that non-overlapping directed pairs are independent, such that Cov(ξ ij , ξ kl ) = 0 corresponding to (e) in Figure 1 . Though there may be association between non-overlapping pairs, we expect this dependence to be small compared to dependence between pairs with an overlapping member. Figure 2 shows the structure of Ω E for a relational matrix with four actors {A, B, C, D}.
Correspondingly, we propose a new exchangeable covariance estimator (EXCH)
Ω E , and consequently a new estimator of V[ β] that can be written, respectively, where S s denotes a (n(n − 1) × n(n − 1)) binary matrix with 1s in the entries corresponding to edge pairs of type s ∈ {a, b, c, d}.
We propose estimating the five parameters in Ω E by simply averaging the empirical residual products across directed pairs having equivalent index configurations corresponding to (a)-(d) in Figure 1 . These empirical mean estimates can be expressed
e ij e ji ;
The proposed estimator will work well when the underlying data generating model is jointly exchangeable, or when the variance in the distribution of covariances between relations of the same type (i.e. a-d in Figure 1 ) is small relative to the variability present across the estimates of the five covariances in Ω E . In the latter case, the reduction in estimation variance that arises from pooling will outweigh the small bias introduced for each pair's covariance entry.
Evaluating the exchangeable estimator
In this section, we empirically and theoretically evaluate the properties of our estimator in (8) for data with a single matrix of relations (i.e. R = 1). We first present simulation evidence of improved inference for β by simulating data from both exchangeable and nonexchangeable generative models. We then examine the theoretical properties in the spirit of, for example, Kauermann and Carroll (2001) by comparing the bias of V E and V DC . We also prove our standard error estimator is consistent for the true standard error of β when the data generating process is exchangeable.
Simulation evidence
We performed simulations using three different data generating models for the errors Ξ = {ξ ij }: (i) independent and identically distributed errors, (ii) errors generated from the (exchangeable) bilinear mixed effects model from Hoff (2005) shown in (7) and (iii) errors generated from a non-exchangeable model. The non-exchangeable model included systematic noise in the upper-left quadrant of the network error matrix Ξ. Since we add noise to actor relations in the same position in Y in each simulation run, the distribution of the relations is not exchangeable as it would be different for a reordering of the rows and columns.
For each simulation setting, we consider the following three-covariate regression model:
In this model, β 1 is an intercept; β 2 is a coefficient on a binary indicator of whether individuals i and j both belong to a pre-specified class C; β 3 is a coefficient on the absolute difference of a continuous, actor-specific covariate x 3 ; and β 4 is that for a pair-specific continuous covariate x 4 . For the entirety of the study, we fix β at a single set of values. Since the variance of β explicitly depends on X, we consider 500 random design matrices X, and for each design matrix simulate 1,000 error matrices under each of the three models to assess the variability of the standard error estimates and accuracy of the subsequent confidence intervals for β.
For additional details on the simulation study procedure, see the online supplement.
Figures 3 -5 display the coverage probabilities for 95% confidence intervals for each β for the three error settings. Along with the dyadic clustering (DC) and exchangeable (EXCH) estimators, we also include the standard heteroskedasticity consistent (HC) estimator as a baseline as in Aronow et al. (2015) . Figure 3: (IID Errors) Probability β is in 95% confidence interval across 500 random X draws when the errors are independent and identically distributed. Lines in the boxplots denote the median coverage, the box denotes the middle 80% of coverages, and the whiskers denote the middle 95% of coverages across the set of design matrices.
We draw two key conclusions from our simulations. First, our proposed approach performs extremely well compared to the DC and HC alternatives, even when exchangeability is violated. Specifically, we see that the EXCH estimator produces confidence intervals with nominal, or near nominal, coverage for a variety of data generating processes. In addition, we see the variability in coverage across different design matrices for the EXCH estimator is substantially smaller than that for the other estimators. We hypothesize this occurs be- Figure 4: (Exchangeable Errors) Probability β is in 95% confidence interval across 500 random X draws when the errors are generated according to the exchangeable bilinear effects model. Lines in the boxplots denote the median coverage, the box denotes the middle 80% of coverages, and the whiskers denote the middle 95% of coverages across the set of design matrices. Figure 5: (Non-exchangeable Errors) Probability β is in 95% confidence interval across 500 random X draws when the errors are generated from a non-exchangeable network model. Lines in the boxplots denote the median coverage, the box denotes the middle 80% of coverages, and the whiskers denote the middle 95% of coverages across the set of design matrices.
cause the EXCH estimator replaces DC's O(n 3 ) unique residual products with five averages of subsets of these products. Intuitively, this operation should result in a reduction of the variance of the EXCH estimator relative to that of the DC estimator, and this intuition is borne out in the simulations. Interestingly, even if the exchangeable assumption is incorrect, as in Figure 5 , we see better performance from the EXCH estimator than the others. This suggests the reduction in the variability of the covariance entry estimates in the exchangeable estimator can outweigh the covariance model misspecification.
The second key observation we glean from the study is that the type of covariate (e.g. 
Consistency of V E
We now show that if the data generating model is jointly exchangeable, the exchangeable sandwich variance estimator is consistent for the true variance of the coefficients. For our theoretical results, we treat X as a random variable.
Theorem 2. Assume that the data generating model is jointly exchangeable and that nonoverlapping error elements are independent. Additionally, impose the following regularity conditions:
(B1) The covariate vectors x jk form a random sample (i.e. are independent and identically distributed).
(B2) The fourth moments of the errors and covariates are bounded:
where the square is taken element-wise on x jk x T jk , and E[ξ
(B3) The errors Ξ v and covariates X are independent.
(B4) X is full rank.
Then, the exchangeable sandwich variance estimator is consistent in the sense that
where '→ p ' denotes convergence in probability.
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in the online supplement.
4. 
Assume the underlying model for the errors is jointly exchangeable, Cov(ξ ij , ξ kl ) = 0, and that the covariate vector z ij is centered (i.e. i =j z ij = 0). Then, the bias of the exchangeable sandwich variance estimator is always less than or equal to the bias of the dyadic clustering sandwich variance estimator:
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in the online supplement.
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In this section we treat exchangeable error arrays with R > 1. We introduce two notions of exchangeability for relational array data and discuss models consistent with these assumptions. We consider the case when the underlying model for the error array is exchangeable along the third dimension and the case when the third dimension is not. Figure 6 illustrates the former case and two variations of the latter. Before disecting the spectrum of exchangeability assumptions, we first revisit the treatment of error arrays with R > 1 by Aronow et al. (2015) .
Dyadic clustering
Aronow et al. (2015) k are assumed to be independent if the associated dyads do not share a member, regardless of the indices of the third dimension.
In other words, the errors ξ (r) ij and ξ (s) k are assumed correlated if and only if {i, j}∩{k, } = ∅, for any third indices r and s. As in two dimensions, each nonzero covariance is estimated by the corresponding residual product, i.e. Cov(ξ
k . This specification makes no assumptions about the dependence structure along the third dimension.
Exchangeability in the third dimension
Here we consider data that are fully exchangeable in the third dimension. Intuitively, this model corresponds to one where the numbering of rows, columns, and depth indices is inconsequential. For example, consider the case where the relational array Y represents the quantity of trade between countries i and j. If the trade is decomposed according to categories of goods traded (intangible vs. tangible, for example), we might be willing to assume the dependence structure along the third dimension is exchangeable.
Define a permutation of the third dimension indices ν(.) in addition to the row and column permutation π(.) defined previously. Assume that the underlying probability model of the error array is exchangeable with respect to both permutations, i.e.
Cov ξ (ν(r))
It follows that the full covariance matrix, denoted Ω Ea = V [Y v ], consists of 10 distinct nonzero parameters, corresponding to two submatrices Ω 1 and Ω 2 which each have exchangeable structure as in Figure 2 . Along the diagonal of Ω Ea there are R instances of the n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) matrix Ω 1 represents covariance between observations that share the same third index, i.e. r = s. The off-diagonal blocks of Ω Ea are populated with a second n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) exchangeable error matrix Ω 2 for errors that do not share the same third index, i.e. r = s. This structure is shown in Figure 6 (a). As previously, we propose estimating each of the 10 unique values as the average of the corresponding residual products.
Jointly exchangeable models that model the slices of the array
as independent constitute a subclass of the models with full exchangeability. Specifically, they make the single additional assumption that Cov ξ (r) ij , ξ (s) k = 0 for r = s. In Figure 6 (a), an assumption of independence along the third dimension implies Ω 2 = 0.
No exchangeability in the third dimension
The assumption of model exchangeability along the third dimension can be unnatural and inappropriate for certain data sets, so here we consider relaxing the fully exchangeable assumption in Section 5.2. Consider again the quantity of trade between countries i and j as the relational response. If the trade is observed over time, we would expect the temporal index to be non-exchangeable as a third dimension. In general, we should not believe the 
T . All matrices are symmetric and each
v ). Subfigure (a) corresponds to full exchangeability yielding 2 unique blocks, (b) corresponds to no exchangeability in the third dimension with stationarity assumption yielding R = 4 unique blocks, and (c) corresponds to no exchangeability in the third dimension yielding R 2 +R = 10 unique blocks. Each block contains five unique nonzero terms as in Ω E in Figure 2 . data which interchanges time periods would be equivalent (i.e. have the same probability) as the original data. In this section, we consider models with exchangeability of the rows and columns only, such that simultaneously permuting rows and columns of the array makes no difference in the joint probability distribution of the error array. However, the ordering of the error array in the third (depth) dimension must remain the same for the probability distribution to remain invariant. Intuitively, this model corresponds to one where the labeling of rows and columns is inconsequential, but the labeling of the third dimension is material.
This exchangeability assumption implies
Cov ξ (r)
The full covariance matrix, denoted Ω Ec = V[Y v |X], contains a separate n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) exchangeable error matrix for each of the This model is extremely flexible. Specifically, it places no assumption on the evolution of the dependence in the third dimension. A model where we constrain (by assumption) the covariances to vary in a particular manner may be appropriate when we we expect the behavior in the third dimension to be less heterogeneous. For example, if the third dimension corresponds to different periods in time, it may be reasonable to assume stationarity in this dimension. Explicitly, the evolution of each of the five nonzero covariances over time is assumed to be stationary, and thus only depends on the absolute difference in time indices.
Then, there are five unique nonzero covariances for each difference in time |r − s|, yielding 5R unique nonzero entries in the covariance matrix. We denote a covariance matrix with this structure by Ω Eb (see Figure 6 (b)).
Patterns in international trade
In this section we demonstrate our exchangeable standard error estimator using data on international trade flow over multiple decades. We fit the model using Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE), which weights the objective function, g, in (3) by an estimate of the inverse of the assumed covariance matrix of the observations (see, for example, Chapter 8 in Wakefield (2013) for a review of GEE). When the assumed covariance structure is correct, this approach yields an estimator β which has improved efficiency over that based on unweighted equations in (3). In the remainder of this section, we first outline how the exchangeable estimator can be used in a method of moments or weighted least squares approach, and then
give results from the international trade data.
Inference via GEE
Inference via GEE proceeds by first specifying a "working" covariance matrix, which can be used to weight the estimating equations. The choice of the working covariance matrix represents a trade-off between robustness and efficiency. If the working matrix resembles the true underlying covariance structure, then the efficiency of β improves over the β resulting from the estimating equations in (3). Even if the working covariance is mis-specified, the standard error estimates for β can be 'corrected' using the sandwich standard error calculations with an appropriate estimator Ω. However, these standard error estimates can be unstable if the assumed working structure differs greatly from the truth (see discussion in
Chapter 8 of Wakefield (2013) , for example).
The GEE algorithm proceeds as follows. Let W −1 be the working (symmetric) covariance matrix, then the estimate of β is the solution to the GEE estimating equation
and the corresponding variance estimator is
Our estimation algorithm is composed of a two-step iteration procedure. Given initial estimates β (0) and corresponding residuals Ξ (0) , we iterate between the following two steps for iteration ν:
to calculate Ξ (ν+1) , and obtain estimates Ω (ν+1) and W (ν+1) .
In the trade data analysis we assume Ω is exchangeable and use the estimation techniques previously described. Furthermore,
. We repeat the two steps above until convergence. In the next section, we compare the β estimates and standard errors from fitting GEE to other inference techniques.
International trade models
We demonstrate the implications of using our exchangeable standard error estimator in a study of international trade between 58 countries. These data were previously analyzed and made available by Westveld and Hoff (2011) . For each pair of countries, we have yearly total volume of trade between the two countries for a period from 1981 -2000 . Following Westveld and Hoff (2011 ) and Tinbergen (1962 , we model (log) trade in a given year using a modified gravity model. The gravity model, proposed by Tinbergen (1962) , posits that the total trade between countries is proportional to overall economic activity of the countries weighted by the inverse of the distance between them (raised to a power). Following Ward and Hoff (2007) we also add an indicator for whether the nations' militaries cooperated in the given year and a measure of democracy, i.e. polity, which ranges from 0 (highly authoritarian) to
(highly democratic).
The complete model has the form:
where ln Trade ijt is the (log) volume of trade between countries i and j at time t; ln GDP it and ln GDP jt are the (log) Gross Domestic Product of nations i and j, respectively; ln D ijt is the geographic distance between nations; CC ijt is the measure of cooperation in conflict which is coded as +1 if nations were on the same side of a dispute and -1 if they were on opposing sides; and Pol it and Pol jt are the polity measures described above for i and j, respectively.
We fit the regression model in (13) using the GEE approach described in the previous section. We set both the working covariance matrix W −1 and the population covariance matrix Ω to have the covariance structure Ω Ea , as in panel (a) of Figure 6 . The estimator of β, therefore, carries the assumption that the population covariance structure is exchangeable.
We place no further restrictions on the covariance structure beyond this exchangeability.
The exchangeability assumption underlying our approach is substantially weaker than that frequently made in analyses of temporal network data. For example, Westveld and Hoff (2011) explicitly decompose the error term for each pair and time, ijt , into timedependent sender and receiver effects which represent network structure and a residual (also temporally dependent) error. Westveld and Hoff (2011) assume that the dependence between time periods is autoregressive order one. The structure in Figure 6 (a), in contrast, imposes a restriction on exchangeability, but does not imply a specific decomposition between network and temporal effects. The temporal structure in Figure 6 (a) implies that the covariance between dyads is the same across overlapping dyads in different time points. We chose this model as a "baseline" residual exchangeability structure that contains effects for network structure within each time period and a general covariance across time periods. We expect the typical trade-off between modeling assumptions and efficiency to apply: Westveld and
Hoff (2011) will be more efficient, but only if the assumed model structure matches the population. We also compare our results to the DC estimator of Aronow et al. (2015) .
Recall the DC estimator makes even fewer assumptions than our method, but it cannot be used for GEE because the covariance matrix estimator Ω DC is always singular (see the online supplement for proof and discussion). Thus, in the following comparison, we use ordinary least squares (OLS) to estimate β as in (3) and estimate confidence intervals using Ω DC .
International trade results
The estimated coefficients and corresponding 95% confidence intervals and posterior credible intervals are in Figure 7 . Coefficient estimates for Westveld and Hoff (2011) three methods. Fitting using GEE and the covariance in Figure 6 (a) produces coefficients much closer to Westveld and Hoff (2011) than OLS. In particular, the intercept estimated via
OLS is approximately three times larger in magnitude than either Westveld and Hoff (2011) or our GEE estimates. We see a similar result with the other coefficient that is relatively constant over time, log GDP of exporter. Our covariance structure on time also produces trends that generally match those in Westveld and Hoff (2011) . OLS also roughly matches the temporal trend in Westveld and Hoff (2011) , with the exception of the cooperation in conflict variable. For this case, the Westveld and Hoff (2011) and GEE estimators are both nearly zero from 1990 onward. The OLS estimator, however, demonstrates substantial fluctuations that are not captured in the other methods.
The second aspect to notice is confidence interval width. The widths of the confidence intervals for the exchangeable GEE approach are generally comparable to Westveld and Hoff (2011) . The noticeably larger DC interval widths reflect the reduced efficiency of the OLS/DC inference paradigm. The exchangeable GEE approach incorporates information about the covariance structure of the residuals when estimating the regression coefficients.
The OLS estimate of β, however, is identical to a GEE estimate only when the working covariance W −1 = I. Any improvement in the accuracy of the working covariance estimate will thus produce efficiency gains over the OLS estimate of β. The widths of the Westveld and Hoff (2011) and GEE intervals also tend to be more consistent across time periods than those from OLS/DC. For the cooperation in conflict variable, for example, the OLS/DC confidence intervals become markedly wider during the upward spikes, one of which is only present in OLS/DC, in the late 1980s.
Discussion and conclusion
This paper develops a new set of uncertainty estimators for regression models on relational arrays. The proposed estimators strike a balance between making additional assumptions to decrease variability and remaining robust to dependence heterogeneity and model misspecification. We show that the proposed estimators achieve better coverage than currently available methods in simulation studies, even when the underlying generative model violates our assumptions, and can be used to weight coefficient estimates in GEE.
Our estimator is not appropriate when the dependence among interactions, i.e. the covariance structure, is extremely heterogeneous. This can happen in two ways: (i) heterogeneity in the covariance structure is endogenous with an observed covariate that is not included in the regression (a variant of omitted variable bias) and (ii) there is residual heterogeneity even after accounting for all observables in the "true" generating model. In both cases, we could consider an extension of our approach that would further compromise between the unstructured covariance we see in the DC estimator and our exchangeable estimator. One could, for example, use a two-stage approach that first estimates clusters using the empirical residuals, then assumes exchangeability within but not across clusters.
Many relational data sets contain binary or count measures, such as the presence or absence of relations between actors or number of interactions. EE and GMM procedures are often used with non-continuous data whereby the g equations in (2) involve a link function connecting the observed relation to the covariates, mirroring generalized linear regression procedures. While it is possible to impose an exchangeability assumption on the covariance matrix of the observations with non-continuous data, it is unclear how the assumption translates to an assumption about the data generating process. For example, consider the logit and probit regression models for binary data. Both models possess latent variable constructions which involve thresholding a latent continuous outcome composed of the linear regression function plus a random error. Exchangeability of these errors does not imply the relations themselves are exchangeable (conditional on the covariates) as the covariates impact the dependence structure among the relational measures. For this reason, the methods proposed here cannot be trivially applied to non-continuous relational data.
A Simulation study procedure
As noted Section 4, 500 random realizations of covariates were generated for each value of n ∈ {20, 40, 80, 160, 320}. For each covariate realization, 1, 000 random error realizations were generated for each of the three error settings: IID, exchangeable, and non-exchangeable.
Using (9), a simulated dataset was created from each covariate realization and error realization pair. The regression model was fit using ordinary least squares to each dataset, and standard errors were estimated using the exchangeable, the dyadic clustering, and the heterskedasticity-consistent sandwich variance estimators. Confidence interval coverage was estimated for each covariate realization by counting the fraction of confidence intervals that contain the true coefficients.
For all simulations, we fixed true coefficients β = [1, 1, 1, 1] T . We draw each x 2i from a Bernoulli(1/2) distribution independently. In the rare event that x 2i = x 2j for all (i, j) pairs, one realization x 2k was randomly flipped to a 1 or 0. All x 3i and x 4i were drawn independently from a standard normal distribution.
Each error setting was specified to have the same total variance: i =j Var(ξ ij ) = 3n(n − 1). This variance was chosen so that the variance of the error would be similar to that of the regression mean model β T x ij . In the IID errors setting, ξ ij ∼ iid N(0, 3) for all (i, j).
To generate the non-exchangeable errors, a mean-zero random effect with variance 4.5 was added to the upper left quadrant of V [ξ] . The errors for the non-exchangeable error setting may therefore be written
Finally, the distribution of the exchangeable (bilinear mixed effects model) error setting is defined in (7). We selected the dimension of the latent space to be d = 2, the correlation between sender and receiver effects as ρ ab = 1/2, and the sender variance to be twice that of receiver variance σ 2 a = 2σ 2 b . We selected the following standard deviations to be equivalent
Finally, we selected σ 2 = 3/4. With the aforementioned choices, the restriction i =j Var(ξ ij ) = 3n(n − 1) generated a quadratic equation for σ b . The standard deviations that resulted from solving this equation are shown in Table 1 . 
B DC covariance matrix invertibility
Ideally, for a covariance matrix estimate Ω to be of utmost utility, it must be invertible. For example, if we wish to reweight the estimating equations, as in GEE, and solve iteratively for both the variance matrix and regression coefficients simultaneously, the estimate of the the covariance matrix must be nonsingular. However, in many cases the DC estimator is singular and hence cannot be used as a reweighting matrix. In cases when the DC estimator is singular, it can still be used in the 'meat' (B matrix) in the coefficient sandwich estimator covariance matrix.
Theorem 4. The dyadic clustering estimate of the error variance, Ω DC , is singular for directed data.
Proof. The DC estimator can be written as the Hadamard product between the outer product of the residuals and a matrix of indicators of whether the dyad indices share a member.
The rank of the outer product of the residuals is one: rank(ee T ) = 1. The rank of the indicator matrix is at most n(n − 1)/2, since the indices (i, j) share a member with an arbi-trary pair (k, ) if and only if the indices (j, i) do as well. Thus, the column of 1 [{i,j}∩{k,l} =∅] corresponding to (i, j) is the same as that corresponding to (j, i).
For any two square matrices of equal size A and B, rank(A • B) ≤ rank(A)rank(B).
Thus,
Ω DC is therefore not full rank.
Remark 5. Theorem 4 does not hold for undirected data when R = 1. If the data are undirected, then the bound does not guarantee singularity of Ω DC since the dimension of Ω DC is exactly n(n − 1)/2. In practice, we find that Ω DC is full rank in this special case.
Remark 6. The result of Theorem 4 holds for both directed and undirected data when R > 1.
In this case, the column in the indicator matrix 1 [ij∩kl =∅] corresponding to the indices (i, j, s)
is the same as that column corresponding to (i, j, t) for all values of t ∈ {1, ..., R}. Thus,
again Ω DC is not full rank.
C Undirected arrays
This section specializes the results presented in the manuscript to an undirected network.
Consider the case when R = 1 and suppose the network contains the relations among n actors. The covariance of the errors Ω contains three unique elements
As in the directed case, we assume the last covariance, corresponding to two relations which share no common member, is zero. We again estimate the two remaining terms using the residual matrix E = {e ij } ∈ R n×n . Note that the residual matrix we consider is for the entire n × n network and thus contains duplicate off-diagonal entries corresponding to pairs {(i, j), (j, i)}. We set the diagonal of E to zero as the relation between an actor and itself is undefined.
The estimate of θ is the empirical mean of each squared residual and can be expressed
where tr(·) denotes the matrix trace operator.
Similarly, the estimate of φ is
(e ik + e kj + e ki + e jk ) − 2e ij − e ji
where m = 4n 3 − 11n 2 − 7n.
D Efficient inversion of Ω E
To perform the GEE procedure as described in Section 6, we must invert the exchangeable variance matrix Ω E as defined in Figure 2 . For now, we work in the case where R = 1.
Since Ω E is a real symmetric matrix, its inverse is real and symmetric as well. However, we
can say more about the patterns in the inverse Ω −1 E . Recall that Ω E has at most six unique terms; call these parameters φ. Then, its inverse has at most six unique terms as well. If we define the parameters in Ω −1 E as p, we can write
where I is the n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) identity. Lastly, we note that the parameter pattern in
E is exactly the same as that in Ω E . However, the locations in which we assume zeros in
We can find the inverse parameters p from φ without inverting the entire matrix Ω E by instead solving the following linear system
where C(φ, n) is a set of six linear equations based on the parameters φ and the number of nodes n. Thus, we replace the need to invert the n(n − 1) × n(n − 1) matrix Ω E by the inversion of the 6 × 6 matrix C(φ, n). Using this procedure, the computational cost associated with finding the inverse of Ω E is independent of the network size.
Now consider the case of array data with R > 1. Inversion of the exchangeable covariance Figure 6 requires consideration of the patterns in the block matrices.
Focusing on Figure 6 (a), note that Ω E is parametrized by twelve terms. We denote the first six parameters as φ (1) and the second six φ (2) , corresponding to Ω 1 and Ω 2 respectively.
Again the inverse Ω −1 has the exact same block matrix pattern as Ω. Thus, the inverse may be parametrized by p (1) and p (2) , each with length six, defined by the following linear equations.
This is twelve linear equations in p (1) and p (2) . In this formulation we reduce a Rn(n − 1) × Rn(n − 1) inversion to a 12 × 12 inversion for calculation of Ω −1 E . Again, note that there is no dependence of the complexity of the inversion on the array dimensions n and R.
The inverses of the other possible exchangeable covariance matrices in Figure 6 , while more complex, can be calculated using a similar procedure that again omits dependence on array dimension n.
E Proof of Theorem 2
For this proof, we adopt slightly different notation to simplify the representation of the exchangeable sandwich variance estimator. Recall that the exchangeable sandwich variance estimator for the OLS estimating equations is
where Ω E is the exchangeable estimate of the error covariance matrix, consisting of five averages of residual products. Here we express Ω E as
This amounts to mapping σ 2 → φ 1 , φ a → φ 2 , ..., φ d → φ 5 , and re-indexing the S matrices accordingly.
E.1 Assumptions
We are interested in showing that the exchangeable estimate V E is consistent under the assumed exchangeable model. Therefore, we assume the following:
(A1) The true data generating model is Y v = Xβ + Ξ v , where the errors Ξ are mean zero and jointly exchangeable.
(A2) Errors associated with dyads that do not share a member are independent.
We also assume the following regularity conditions:
We emphasize here that condition (B3) implies boundedness of lower order moments, e.g.
This proof is outlined as follows. We initially prove a lemma stating that the OLS estimate β is consistent. We then prove the exchangeable estimator V E is consistent by showing consistency of the exchangeable parameter estimates { φ i : i = 1, . . . , 5}. We prove consistency of φ i in two steps: (a) we show parameter estimates { φ i } based on the unobserved true errors Ξ are consistent and then (b) we show that the parameter estimates { φ i } are asymptotically equivalent to { φ i }.
E.2 Consistency of β
Lemma 7. Under assumptions (A1-2) and (B1-4), the OLS estimate β is consistent, such
Proof. The idea of this proof is that there is "enough" independence in the exchangeable error structure to ensure consistency. We will show consistency by showing the expectation and variance of X T Ξ v /n(n − 1) both tend to zero. We begin by showing that this condition is sufficient. We may always write
since X full rank by assumption (B4).
The first multiplicative term in (17) converges in probability to its expectation by the weak law of large numbers, since this term is the average of independent and identically distributed random variables by condition (B1), all of which have bounded second moments by condition (B2). The consistency holds under inversion by the continuous mapping theorem:
By Slutsky's theorem, β is consistent if the second multiplicative term in (17) converges to zero in probability. By condition (B3),
that of β). The variance of this term is
We simplify (19) to arrive at (20) using the independence condition (B3).
We show that the variance goes to zero by showing the number of nonzero terms in the numerator of (20) is an order of magnitude less than the denominator while noting that each nonzero term is bounded by condition (B2). We use similar counting arguments in following proof of consistency of V E .
Since each j, k, l, m ∈ {1, 2, . . . n}, there are O(n 4 ) terms summed in (20). By (A2), Cov(ξ jk , ξ m ) = 0 whenever {j, k} ∩ { , m} = ∅. Thus, the nonzero elements must have |{j, k} ∩ { , m}| ≥ 1, implying the number of nonzero terms in (20) is O(n 3 ). Therefore,
Since the expectation and variance of X T Ξ v /n(n − 1) both tend to zero, this expresison tends to zero in probability and β is consistent for β.
E.3 Consistency of V E
Proof of Theorem 2. We first note that from (21) the order of convergence of the V [ β] is n.
Since n 1+ V [ β] → ∞ and n 1− V [ β] → 0 for > 0, we choose the rate n as our asymptotic regime. We wish to show that
The proof is organized as follows. We first demonstrate that it is sufficient to show consistency of the parameter estimates { φ i : i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}} to obtain the result in (22).
Then, we split the consistency argument of { φ i } into two steps: showing consistency of the error averages { φ i } for the true parameters {φ i } and then showing the asymptotic equivalence of { φ i } and { φ i }. We require the consistency of β result (Lemma 7) for this last step.
1. Sufficient to show consistency of { φ i }
Here we show that to prove consistency of V E , it is sufficient to prove the consistency of the parameter estimates { φ i } for the true parameters. We begin by writing the difference of variances in (22) as
where c i = |Θ i |/n(n − 1) and h i contains the remaining terms which are functions of X. By the counting argument used to show (21), each |Θ i | is at most O(n 3 ), so each c i → d i for some constant d i . To obtain the result in (22), it is sufficient then to show φ i − φ i → p 0 for each i and each h i (X) converges in probability to some constant. We focus on the latter first.
Recall that we previously established convergence of the inverted terms in h i (X) to a constant in (18). When i = 1, the middle term in h i (X) has (j, k) = ( , m) and the argument used to prove consistency in (18) 
We utilize a counting argument similar to that preceding (21), noting each covariance in . Each set of indices in Θ 3 must be of the form (j, k, j, m), and thus, for there to be nonzero covariance, the second set of indices must be of the form (j, k, j, u), for example. The set of indices {j, k, j, m, j, k, j, u} is of order O(n 4 ) = |Θ 3 | 2 n −2 . Note that we can consider other forms in the indices of the second sum that give rise to nonzero covariance, such as (j, s, j, m) and so on. However, there are four such combinations, all of which are O(n 4 ). Thus, the number of nonzero covariances is O(n 4 ). This same argument holds for all i ∈ {2, . . . , 5}, and thus we have
Since the expectation tends to a constant and variance to zero, we have that 
We have shown c i and h i (X) in (23) both converge in probability to constants. Thus, to
show consistency of V E in (22), it is sufficient to show convergence in probability of φ i − φ i to zero for each i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}.
We now consider consistency of the parameter estimates φ i . First, define error averages { φ i : i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} analogous to the parameter estimates, such that for each i
We will show φ i − φ i converges in probability to zero, and then do the same for φ i − φ i . This is sufficient for showing φ i − φ i → p 0 as φ i − φ i = ( φ i − φ i ) + ( φ i − φ i ).
Consistency of φ i for φ i
To show convergence in probability of φ i − φ i to zero, we again use the argument that the bias and variance both tend to zero. By assumption (A1), E[ξ jk ξ m ] = φ i for every index pair (jk, m) ∈ Θ i . Thus, E[ φ i − φ i ] = 0 for all n and i ∈ {1, . . . , 5}. We now turn to the variance: 
We again make a counting argument similar to that preceding (21). By condition (B2), each of the |Θ i | 2 covariances in the sum above are bounded. The covariance between ξ jk ξ m and ξ rs ξ tu is nonzero only if there is overlap between their two index sets. This reduces the number of nonzero covariances from the maximum possible |Θ i | 2 by a factor of at least n.
Again, consider the case of i = 3 where |Θ 3 | = O(n 3 ). Each set of indices in Θ 3 must be of the form (j, k, j, m), and thus the second set of indices must be of the form (j, s, j, u), for example, for the covariance to be nonzero. The set of indices {j, k, j, m, j, s, j, u} is of order O(n 5 ) = |Θ 3 | 2 n −1 . There are other forms of indices in the second sum that give rise to nonzero covariance, such as (k, s, k, u) and so on. However, there are nine such forms, each of which is O(n 5 ). Thus, the number of nonzero covariances is O(n 5 ), and hence, we have
This same argument holds for all i, and thus, we have the desired consistency: φ i − φ i → p 0 for i = 1, . . . , 5.
Asymptotic equivalence of φ i and φ i
We now show that φ i − φ i converges in probability to zero. We first write the expression in terms of the estimated coefficients β:
e jk e m − ξ jk ξ m
By Lemma 7, β − β converges to zero in probability. By Slutsky's theorem, if the terms in (31) involving elements of X and Ξ v converge in probability to any constant, then φ i − φ i converges in probability to zero. In (26) 
In writing (33), we use condition (B3) and simplify as in (19) . By the same counting arguments used to establish (25) and (30), there are |Θ i | 2 O(n −1 ) nonzero bounded covariances in (33). Thus, we have
Since the expectation and variance both tend to zero, we have
The same argument applies to the second error-covariate term in (31). Thus, we have shown that consistency of β implies
F Proof of Theorem 3
For the purposes of simplicity, we adopt the slight notation modifications introduced in equation (16) at the beginning of Appendix E here as well. In addition, we use a single index, say k, to denote an ordered dyad (i, j). Thus, rather than indexing a network element
